You chose your major with care. With sights set
high, you've endured nights of cramming, tough
exams and tougher professors to earn your degree.
Now what?
That's entirely up to you. You can choose one of
hundreds of nice companies that promise to bring
you along slowly. Or you can fly headlong into
the global competition of MCI's pace-setting
telecommunications environment. Enjoying
meaningful assignments that will get your
career off the ground. Fast.
The choice is yours.
And it starts with
forwarding your resume
and/ or letter, in strictest
confidence, to: College
Relations/Human
Resources Department, MCI
Telecommunications Corporation,
1200 South Hayes Street, Arlington, VA
22202. An equal opportunity employer
m/f/h/v.
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Redesigning engineering education
s engineering students at Virginia Tech we share a common bond in our
choice of professional training. What makes us want to become engineers? For
many of us, the answer to that question is engineering design.
Engineers build things, we take things apart, and we wonder why things work.
When we were young, many of us spent our spare time building FM radios and
experimenting with miniature chemistry sets. These early fascinations carried through
our high school years during which we acquired math and science backgrounds that
further directed us towards careers in engineering.
The next thing we knew, we were sitting in a freshman engineering fundamentals
class along with thirty other new faces, each wondering what engineering would be
like. Then for the next two years we did very little hands-on work.
Although this time was well spent as our thinking processes were molded by a
variety of engineering, math, and science courses, the educational element which
brought so many of us to this discipline, engineering design, was nearly absent from
the introductory curriculum.
Yes, engineering is a demanding profession, and yes , this two year period does
weed out many students whose interests lie outside of engineering. However, this
process also removes some students who would have remained in engineering had
they not lost the excitement and creativity associated with engineering design.
Videos and classroom demonstrations are insufficient. Engineering is a hands-on
profession and engineering students need hands-on work exposure. However, it is not
necessary to introduce a freshman or sophomore level design course. It takes a
professor who is willing to cut class time a little short one or two days a semester in
order to bring the class to a design lab. Thirty minutes looking around in the Solar Car
assembly area may be just the right medicine for a student wondering about the
relevancy of statics, dynamics, and electrical theory.
During the first two years of an engineering education, the light at the end of the
tunnel can get pretty dim, and many of us remember asking ourselves the question, "ls
engineering really what I want to do with my life?" Providing a direct link between
introducto1y engineering courses and engineering design will increase the number of
freshmen and sophomore students who remain in engineering and who eventually

A

receive e ngineering degrees each
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CORRECTION
In the April , 1992 issue of Engineers' Forum , the au thor of th e article "Expert systems use compu ters
to simulate human experts" was incorrectly identified. The correct author is Mary Ann Fallin , a student in
Industrial and Systems Engineering . The Engineers' Forum staff regrets the error.

DEAN'S COMMITTEE NOTES
1992 Teaching Excellence winners

Recognition of teaching excellence
by Joseph Lynn Henderson

t the end of every semester,
students get a chance to review the performance of
their instructors by filling out the "Student
Evaluation
of
Teaching
Effectivneness: forms. Although many
students tend to think the evaluations
do not serve any real purpose, they
do. At the end of each year, four certificates of Teaching Excellence are
awarded to the professors with the
highest evaluation scores.
The selections are made by a committee generally made up of previous
winners. Dr. Tom Brandon, a professor
in Civil Engineering and one of the

A

1989 recipients, has headed the committee for the past several years.
The criteria for selection are as follows:
1. Only classes with an enrollment
of six (six evaluation forms submitted)
or greater are considered.
2. The laboratory sections of leeture courses are not considered.
3. The professor must teach at least
three courses per year to be considered.
4. The professor must teach at least
30 students per year.
The selection is then made on a
weighted average of the overall rating

(Question 4 on the evaluation form).
No distinction is made between graduate and undergraduate courses, and
once a professor receives a Certificate
of Teaching Excellence, he or she is
ineligible to receive another one for a
period of three years.
This year, five certificates were
awarded due to a tie between two of
the winners which, according to Dr.
Brandon, was down to the thousandth
p lace! Congratulations go out to the
1992 winners: ]. Wallace Grant (ESM),
G.V. Loganathan (CE), James R. Martin
II (CE), Hugh W. Munson (EF), and
Joseph G. Tront (EE).

Kurt Salmon Associates
management consultants

Kurt Salmon Associates is the world's largest management
consulting firm specializing the retailing and consumer products
industries. Our clients are producers and distributors of consumer
goods and services such as department and specialty stores, mail
order companies, apparel and footwear manufacturers, publishers
and non-profit organizations.
KSA DISTRIBUTION CONSULTANTS provide such clients with a
broad range of services, including :
STRATEGY: Configure optimal logistics networks.
PLANNING: Design and implement state-of-the-art
distribution centers.
SYSTEMS: Determine information systems
requirements and functional
specifications.
PRODUCTIVITY: Install innovative work methods and
incentives to improve productivity,
accuracy, through-put and morale.

Our Distribution Group is looking for Industrial and Systems
Engineers who are actively developing themselves through strong
academic preparation, extracurricular activities. and cooperative
education or summer internships.
For more information about opportunities as a Distribution
Consultant at KSA stop by our booth at EXPO '92 or visit the
Placement Office.
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If you immediately recognized this as the formula
for the area of a circle, then you may be the kind of
person we're looking for at W. L. Gore & Associates,
Inc. You see, we do things a little differently, and
that requires people who see things differently.

Gore is a privately-held, Fortune 500-sized company rated one of "The 100 Best Companies to Work
for in America." We manufacture the highest quality
electronic, medical, industrial and fabric products,
including: GORE-TEXs vascular grafts replacing
diseased arteries in 20 million people; GORE-TEXs
outerwear protecting athletes and explorers the world
over from the elements; electronic products enhancing the speed and quality of data signals; and industrial filtration products protecting people and the environment from airborne contamination. We are dedi-

cated to the continual development of products aimed
at saving and restoring the quality of life.
We are searching for talented engineers and scientists who share this dedication and who thrive in a nonhierarchical environment, free from bureaucratic
restrictions. We offer freedom to determine your own
career growth and supportive sponsors (not bosses) to
guide you. Our salaries are competitive, our benefits
comprehensive and tailored to meet your individual
needs. At Gore, your rewards are tied directly to your
contributions.
We offer the chance to make a difference in the
world as you know it, and as future generations will
know it. If you have a technical background and this
fits your idea of what career employment should be,
then look for us on campus, or:

to

IGoRE~
Creative Technologies
Worldwide

W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. 551 Paper Mill Road, Newark, DE 19714
An Equal Opportunity Employer
GORE-TEX la a registered trademark of W. L. Gore & Aaaoclat8a, Inc.

You can make a world of difference.
Be a part of the world's largest business
team, with facilities in over 30 countries and
over 30 divisions world-wide.

Make a world of difference
Whether it's testing and validating
electric vehicles, designing environmentally
friendly manufacturing systems, or
developing the latest safety technology,
General Motors continues to have an impact
on transportation.
And theGM
family extends beyond
the obvious. Hughes
Aircraft Company
works on deep space
communication
systems; Delco
Electronics Corp. produces
more than 100,000 computers a day for
automotive applications alone, and
employees at the Electronic Data Systems
Corp. provide computer service applications
for its 7 ,200 customers in 27 countries.
If you're open to global thinking and
are interested in working in an advanced
technical environment that encourages a
broad base of experience, why not explore
opportunities with GM? It's one experience
that could make a world of difference in
your future.
Lookfor GM on campus
during Expo '92

El

GM is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Design and the engi
f you consult the dictionary, you w ill find design described in mundane terms such as, "to plan, to make
preliminary sketches." This misses the point because engineering design is creative and intuitive and reflects the
cumulative experience of the individual and that of the
lineage of our profession. An expert in the history of
engineering, Henry Petroski (1) puts it this way:

"... engineering design begins in a most primitive way . Engineer s literally dream up designs, and usually in graphic form.
It is only when an engineer has the equivalent of a sketch or
drawing that the engineering sciences can be called upon to
analyze the practicality of a design.... "

by
G.W. Clough
Dean
College of Engineering
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Only when we think in these terms
do we realize teaching of design is perhaps more akin to the teaching of the arts
than subjects based on pure logic, rules
and laws.
In incorporating design into our curriculum we have to ask ourselves the
questions: How do we do it? When
should it be taught? Who should teach it?
Way back in my era in college, we were
the Sputnik kids. It was thought we
needed more engineering science, and
for well over a decade, design was deemphasized. Today there is a growing
realization that we need more design in
the engineering curriculum. Yet realizing
this and implementing it are two different
things.
As we look to tomorrow's curriculum , we must ask the questions
mentioned before, and a new one, "Has
design changed, and, if so, how?" Certainly in one sense the design process
remains the same as it was when the first
Egyptian planned the first pyramid. However, we know today the knowledge
base has enormously expanded, there are
software and hardware tools that can assist our thinking process, engineers and
non-engineers often work in teams in design, and design must be integrated for

the entire life-cycle if we are to be successful. Thus, design as we know it calls
for a more comprehensive approach than
that of earlier days.
At Virginia Tech we are beginning to
plan for the evolution of a new era in
design , and we are starting with the
freshman year. Our Engineering Fundamentals Division has already begun to
use open-ended design exercises in their
courses. Dr. Paul Torgersen is teaching a
new freshman course in manufacturing
which incorporates design principles.
While a student cannot design much with
a freshman's knowledge, they can probe
the issues , and in the process become
interested in learning the knowledge for
the next step. Thus , being introduced
into design early on leads to a motivation
to study the fundamentals .
In the sophomore year we encounter
the engineering sciences like dynamics
and mechanics of materials. While these
subjects must remain as distinct elements
in our knowledge base, even here we
can illustrate how these fundamentals are
used in helping to define the utility of a
design . Tools like multimedia can be
used to relate real world problems to
theory, as well as to aid in presentation
of the material. Moving up to the junior
year, we are seeing proposals from several
departments
to
broaden
comprehensive design experiences that
now are offered only in the senior year.
In this same vein, we are seeing
greater involvement of undergraduates in
research activities, and at earlier stages of
their careers. I would also be remiss if I
failed to mention the growing interest in
student professional society projects such
as the mini-baja car, the concrete canoe,
and the mini-submarine project. These
represent in integral part of the process
of learning engineering design.
With broader integration of design

neering curriculum
into the curriculum we will also see a
rapid increase in use of tools like multimedia and scientific visualization.
Already the College is developing stateof-the-art laboratories to aid in
implementation of these technologies.
Next year, we expect our student PC
package to be multimedia capable. Although these devices cannot replace
hands-on experimentation or plain old
thinking, they can enhance the learning
process and broaden an understanding of
design. To this end, we have coined our
approach as "LEAPE - Learning Engineering from an Advanced comPuting
Environment." We envision the computer
as part of a system that will be an essential aid to educating engineers.

V

The coming years are going to be
ones of changes, but they will be ones
that offer excitement and fulfillment. Design will become a larger part of our
curriculum, and the way we teach it will
be revolutionized.

References (1) Petroski, H., "Position
Paper for Conference on Engineering and
History," Stanford University, 1992.
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G.W. Clough
Dean, College of Engineering
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''This

is a technical
environment that provides a
vision of where you're going
and the freedom to find
your own way

there.''

J oin the people who are determining the future of telecommunications.
Find out more by contacting your placement office or calling 1-800NORTHERN. Northern Telecom and its global research and development center, BNR (Bell Northern Research ), are now offering graduates a three year employment contract. We are an Equal Opportunity
Employer. We do not discriminate on the b asis of race, religion, color,
sex, age, national origin or disability. Northern T elecom is committed
to a drug free workplace and performs pre-employment testing for current illegal use of drugs .

............ nutthcun
I
" tclccum

BNR4•
The research subsidiary
of Northern Telecom

Discover
the
difference!
You're an individual. You're
special. And you don't want
· to fit yourself into a cookie
cutter organization.
You're looking to join a
team that can maximize
the talents that make
you unique. And
Amoco is looking for you.
Because at Amoco, it's
the differences that bring
us together. Like the diverse
aspects of our global
enterprise: from oil production
fieldwork to the most sophisticated engineering, to the challenges
of new product development.
Or the diverse talents of
our people: from geologists
exploring new frontiers
to information systems
experts devising
new technology.
It all adds up to a stimulating,
interdisciplinary environment where
you can make the most of your
skills and creative energy. A place
where you can contribute to vital
needs like energy and the

,,

environment.
~T~
AMOCO

•••

Amoco Corporation
Explore the possibilities.
An equal opportunity employer.

ChemE design
in just thirty days
by Aaron Golub

aximize performance and yield, methods for the yeast-sugar substrate re- the production of carbon dioxide and
and reduce cost, waste and con- action.
other by-products in addition to minimizsumption in only thirty days?
The problem requires the analysis of ing reactant consumption. From the
Too intense? It is true, thirty days are each fermentation system on the perfor- modeling and information given with the
all the time allowed for the
problem, the system's waste,
annual American Institute of
energy and material requireChemical Engineers' Student
ments, cost, maintenance ,
Design Competition. One of
and production capabilities
this year's contenders, David
are all determined. The proIngram, explains, "I don 't
cess
must
successfully
even procrastinate and I had
remove the ethanol from a
to work right up to the last
reaction of molasses, nutriminute. " With the thirty days
ents and water while having
for this year's competition ala low yeast cell loss and a
ready spent, David can relax
low operating cost. Having to
and shed some light on one
centrifu ge excess product
of this school 's less well
yeast costs money and kills
known design competitions.
some of the cells in the proThe contest problem, no
cess. Both of these lower the
less than 35 pages of descripfermenter's efficiency.
tions, charts and other
Many of these problems
are solved u sing the new
essentials, involves a mock
proposal for a new Ethanol
HFEF system. With the shelProduction Facility. The faciltered environment inside the
ity is to meet certain basic
fib ers, no toxins can get to
criteria for ethanol producthe yeast and the density can
remain higher, thus lowering
tion while being, of course,
the size of the reactor, centrithe most efficient. The ecofu ges and downstream
nomics of the situation
equipment. This reduc ed
dictate much of what is
some costs, but ironically,
termed "efficiency. " The prinoverall the HFEF ended up
cipal area of investigation in
costing more. The hollow fithe solution is the type of ferber
technology
was
menter to be use d. A
Photo by Brian Pritham
expensive and made the cost
fermenter uses a reaction of David Ingram
of the fermenter much higher
some substrate and yeast in
mance,
efficiency
and
cost.
than
the
other
three alternatives . In addiDavid
anaan anaerobic environment to produce another substance. There are four basic lyze d the systems using a mod eling tion, the lifetime of _the fiber is relatively
alternatives which include the conven- package on the mainframe and as you short, and required replacement of this
tional batch fermenter, the Continuous could imagine, spent much of the thirty expensive material every few years.
With the technical aspects and perStirred Tank Fermenter (CSTR), the CSTR days, and nights, in front of a computer.
with recycle, and a new technology Into the analysis goes all the criteria to be formances of the conventional batch
called the Hollow Fiber Extractive Fer- met for the fermenter. The fermenter fermenter, CSTR, CSTR with recycle, and
See Design, page 1 7
menter (HFEF). Each employs different must produce ethanol while keeping low
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Trouble at Hubble: An industrial enoineerino
It is the senior year at Tech. Graduation is
just one more year away and all you have to
do is get through it. However, that year is
going to be one of the toughest) yet most rewarding you )ll ever encounter. Ibis is what
the design team ofJennifer Haight) Heather
Kellner, and Lorraine Semin thought.
Looking back on it) they were right.

by
Stephen].
Walder, Jr.
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s part of their senior design
course in industrial engineering,
Heather, Jennifer and Lorraine
were "hired" by Hubbell Lighting of
Christiansburg to redesign their Nema
head Package Utility assembly line. The
Nema head light fixture is used for exterior illumination and has a photo
control receptor that allows it to automatically switch on when light levels
are low. In anticipation of an increase
in overseas demand, Hubbell wanted
to increase the efficiency of the Nema
head line in order to decrease the cost
per fixture.
The team had a few reservations
on their ability to handle the project
but was confident that Tech had given
them the tools to fix the problem. They
mainly stayed as a cohesive unit in
tackling the various tasks they set out
for themselves . First they videotaped
the assembly line so that they could
study the movements of the workers.
The team used Methods Time Measurement (MTM) studies to isolate the
individual tasks and to assign an aver-

A

age time to them. The line was then
revised by eliminating unnecessary and
repetitive motions , extensive reaching,
twisting, turning and walking. One of
the ways in which this was done , says
Jennifer, was that "we put all the materials close to the workers so that they
would not have to reach beyond 20
inches which we determined to be the
maximum for an operator in this situation."
Another problem on the line was
what is known as "bottlenecking." The
part would spend more time at one
station than another which would create a backup in the assembly process.
The team eliminated this problem by
using an industrial engineering technique called line balancing. They
rearranged the line so that the part
would spend approximately the same
amount of time at each station.
In addition to these studies, the
team analyzed the working environment. They investigated lighting and
noise levels, general cleanliness, and
seating options to better determine the
needs of the workers.
Using MTM studies to estimate the
time required to construct the fixture
on the redesigned line, the team predicted that the time required to
produce one unit would be reduced
form 4.87 minutes to 3.54 minutes. This
would increase production from 300 to
528 units per shift. According to
Lorraine, the result of this increase in
efficiency is that "based on 120,000
units per year, 172 shifts could be
eliminated so that the workers may be
reassigned to another assembly line
within the plant."

approach
Hubbell is already using the
worker motions that the team revised,
but has decided on a slightly modified
assembly line layout to that proposed
by the team. This has allowed them to
increase production to over 400 units
per shift. This is above Hubbell's production standard of 330 units per shift.
Needless to say, the plant manager was
very pleased with the work done by
the team.
Hubbell is satisfied with the results
of this year-long project, but how do
Heather, Jennifer, and Lorraine feel
about it? All three agree that it was a
very different and rewarding experience. Lorraine observes that "it was a
real-world type of experience because
you have a lot of people to please.
You have to please your faculty advisor, your faculty coordinator, your
company contact, and you have to
please yourself with the work you are
doing. " Heather adds that "it was a
good experience to complete out undergraduate degrees by using a lot of
the tools that we have been taught
since our sophomore year." And Jennifer sums up the feelings of the group
by saying "this project has made me
realize that this is the kind of work I
really want to do. "
Heather Kellner, Lorraine Semin, and Jennifer Haight

Photo by Mark Cherbaka

Tbe team had a few reservations on their ability to handle the
project but was confident that Tech had given them the tools to
fix the problem.
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There must be some way to avoid doing
the same thing for the next forty years.
You'll be getting your degree from a top school. And you're ready to
find a great job. The question is: which job? And can it interest you for
your whole career?
At Andersen Consulting, it's our job to help clients do what they do.
Only better. For you, that means opportunity and challenge.
Part of our business is anticipating
the future. So come talk to us about
yours. Find out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.
Andersen Consulting is an equal opportunity employee

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
A.RTI-tUR ANDERSEN & CO . S.C.

Where we go from here:

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS OCTOBER 27TH, 28TH, AND 29th
CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
~ 1991 Andersen Consulting, AA

& Co.. S.C.

GO ON A POWER TRIP.
No, not the kind you're probably
thinking about At Virginia Power,
we know the value of power and
the very best ways to use it. like
making it work for over 4 million
people in the most innovative, economical and safest ways imaginable.
In every phase of our operations,
there's room for creative and ambitious
thinkers who want to innovate the technology and business of power generation,
transmission and distribution.
Sure, )'OU night say our pooJie are obsessOO with power. But that's i> be
expocted when )'OU 'MXit at one of the nation's largest and stnqoest
inYestor-ownOO utilities. Like all greet~ ours will c~
exhilarate, and reward your strongest efforts. But best of aD, we put
powier tri~ in a new and far more positive Jight On Sepm>ber 15di
and 16diwewilbeattbe~&po.

We are eag8' to meet with students sreldng ~in Mechanical,
l'lectrica1, Nuclear or Civil Engineering, and of course, students
inta'ested in our reputable ro<>p irogram. Resumes can be smt to:
Staffing and EmJioyment, Vll'ginia Powe',~~ P.O. Box~
Ridumnd, VA 23261.An EqUa) opportunity mlioye:

•

VIRGllllA POW&l

IN ACTION
QuesTech, Inc., is a
diversified, high technology
company providing scientific,
engineering, and management
services in electronics, computer
science, and other advanced
· technologies to government and industry.

NORFOLK NAVAL SHIPYARD
ENGINEER RERCRUITMENT (N)
INDUSTRIAL RELATlONS OFFICE
PORTSMOUTI-1, VA 23709-5000
(804) 396-4052

QuesTech offers a highly competitive
compensation and benefits package including
medical I dental /vision, life, disability, 401 K,
and tuition reimbursement. Join our team of
talented professionals! Send your resume to:
QuesTech, Inc., Attn: VTOl, 7600-A Leesburg
Pike, Falls Church, VA 22043. Applicants
selected will be subject to a security
investigation and m~st meet
eligibility
requirements
for access to
classified
information.
QuesTech is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

QuesTech.Inc

Mini-Baja car handles rough-going with ease
by John Cole
ate in May, the Virginia Tech
mini-baja car, along with a
team of students and the professor who sponsored the project, traveled to Tennessee Tech to compete in
the annual Mini-Baja East
competition.
The competition was
held in Montreal last year
where Virginia Tech finished second to the team
from Tennessee Tech ,
which was the 1990 winner as well. In the
competition,
Virginia
Tech faced eastern colleges, as there were also
Mini-Baja West and MiniBaja Midwest races.
Production work on
the mini-baja car is open
to all students, regardless

L

Students have the option of starting
each year with a fresh car or modifying
the one from the previous year. Despite finishing second last year, Tech
scrapped its car and started fresh. "The

car, the height of the engine and transmission was decreased. This lowered
the center of gravity and reduced the
drive train length and wheel base.
The suspension system used a
double A-arms on front
and rear suspension because
A-arms
are
lightweight and durable.
The steering system was
designed so the car would
not lose control when negotiating rough terrain
and could turn quickly
without much effort. The
disc brake system on the
~ 1992 car was a modified
j version of the 1991 design
~ which had to be fixed because of a problem with
-5 an overheating rotor.
5: Modifications were also

!

.D

After many hours of design and testing by students, the mini-Baja car

of major. This year the faced its test in the annual Mini-Baja East competition.
team was headed by cocaptains Chris Good and Russ Bohart, students felt like they could appreciaboth of whom are majoring in me- bly improve last year's design,
chanical engineering.
especially with an independent rear
Entrants in the Mini-Baja East com- suspension and an altered frame ," said
petition must meet a set core of sponsor Dr. Hal Moses.
The new frame is based on the
requirements with the most basic one
that the car must be able to maneuver previous one as the design process
through rough terrain as well as across started by testing the previous model to
deep water. Vehicles must use an eight find its weak areas. This was done by
horsepower Briggs and Stratton en- focusing the heaviest loads at the
gine, completely stock except for the joints. A computer program was then
position of the fuel tank which may b used to simulate stresses so each piece
relocated. There are also additional re- of tubing would have a minimal crossquirements such as the amount of sectional area to support its load. Steel
weight the car is able to tow.
was then used for the frame because
The competition is judged as more when welded, it is stronger and lighter
than just a race. Students are working than aluminum. The driver compartwith the idea they are designing a pro- ment was also made more accessible.
totype vehicle for a company. In
The car is driven by the Briggs and
addition to its performance in the race, Stratton engine and a continuously
the vehicle is judged on its appear- variable transmission. Because of the
ance, reliability, ease of use, and cost new rear suspension several modificaeffectiveness.
tions were necessary. In the modified

made to the brake pedal
and brake fluid line. The
car was made buoyant by polyethylene
foam in the hull. The foam is in a "v"
shape which minimizes resistance in
the water. The rear tires are used for
propulsion in the water while the front
tires and a rudder are used to steer.
The car is designed to handle in water
just like it does on land.
Despite expecting to challenge for
first place, the car was only able to
muster an 18th place finish out a field
of 35. Problems arose because the team
was pressed for time in completing the
car and did not have adequate time to
test it. This was evident in the race as
the car was repeatedly derailed when
the chain drive failed. That problem,
along with several broken parts, kept
forcing the car to stop while repairs
were performed on it. Now the team
must put in another year of hard work
before they return to next year's MiniBaja East competition.
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IEEE car race:
EE senior elective class p articipates in comp etition
by Keith Wieber

ave you ever wanted to build your own electronic
remote controlled car? Well, this past school year
several students from Virginia Tech's electrical engineering department did just that. In the senior year, electrical engineering students are required to take several
technical electives. One of the possible choices for an elective is participating in a two semester, four credit program in
which students design and build an electronic car. Two
important goals of
this elective are to
complete a design
from start to finish,
and to compete in the
Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) car race.
The competition
consists of several
schools with similar
programs, all competing to determine
whose car is the best.
This past year the
competition
took
place in Birmingham,
Alabama on April 1113, 1992. A total of 18
schools competed, including programs from Clemson, Virginia Western , VMI, and the Universities of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Alabama Huntsville, South Florida, and North
Carolina. Virginia Tech sent a team of seven including advisor Dr. Bill Baumann.
Virginia Tech's team was divided into four major groups
under project leader Jason Zeakes. John Hall and Andy Hart
were in charge of the microcontroller. John Scalzo, Bob
Martin, and Allen Snook were responsible for the ball mechanics, line sensor, and drive circuits, respectively.
A 8751 microcontroller was used in the drive circuit.
Two stepper motors were used for driving the car with one
in the front of the car and one in the rear. These motors
were chosen for their accuracy. The stepper motor is precise
because it rotates in discrete chunks called divots . The step-
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per motors have 50 divots per complete revolution and use
four input pulses per divot. The accuracy of the drive motors was necessary because the car followed along grid lines
on the track. The job of the line sensor was to assure the
guidance of the car along the grid lines. Another important
aspect of design centered on ball mechanics. This involved
the mechanism which first retrieved several balls and then
deposited them in the proper order at another location on
the grid. The motor
used in pickup was a
servo motor that rotated from zero to
180 degrees, depending on an input
pulse.
Each team was
required to compete
on the same track
with each car starting
at the same position.
The cars then traveled to the ball
pick-up
location
where four balls were
dispersed between
nine slots. Following
Photo by Mark Cherbaka
pick-up, the balls
were delivered in order to a final position. This was accomplished while the cars avoided trenches in the gridwork. A
series of five heats were run in which each school participated.
Even though this past year's team members spent approximately 20 hours a week on their car, they were one of
the 15 out of 18 schools that did not complete the race. This
team had some unusually difficult challenges to overcome.
Two complications that the team cited for not completing
the race were sensor and feedback problems. Unlike many
other schools who upgraded their previously designed cars,
Virginia Tech's team started from scratch. The team took the
car all the way from its design stages to completion. Hopefully next year's team will have much better success in their
attempt to conquer the track.

Improving the VT Solaray:
EE team confronted with control and power system updates
by Keith W ieber

he control and power systems in Virginia Tech's solar powered car, the VT Solaray, are being redesigned
and improved. One of the recent improvements to the power system of the car is the hybridizing of a
circuit for the peak power tracker.
Recently, a group of EE students, who are members of the International Society For Hybrid Microelectronics
(ISHM), designed and produced a microelectronic circuit for a peak power tracker under the advisement of Dr.
Elshabini Riad. The peak power tracker was fabricated in Virginia Tech's Microelectronics Laboratory. Marianne
Harley and Jason Zeakes co-headed the project with assistance from Cecil Barton, Mark Cooper, and Paige Dietrick.
The circuit contains 108 components in only a three inch by three inch area. Its design was based on a peak
power tracker from the shuttle program at NASA. The tracker is one of the most important circuits in the VT Solaray
because it serves as a voltage regulator between the car's solar cells, batteries, and motors. The Virginia Tech team
hopes that the improvements will make the Solaray a top competitor in upcoming races.
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Design
Continued from page 9
the HFEF balanced with the respective
economics of each facility, a final design
was made. David found the conventional
Continuous Stirred Tank Fermenter with
recycle to be the most cost effective solution to the problem. The cost per liter for
the HFEF fermenter is about 72 cents
while for the CSTR with recycle fermenter
it is about 66 cents, a major difference
when considering 50 million liters per
year production. It is evident as to how
much economics played a part in the design process, as well it should in any
facility intending to return a profit.
David was not always excited about
extractors and fermenters . Even in high
school, chemistry still hadn't grabbed his
interest and he confesses, "I used to
sleep in my high school chemistry class. "
An electrical engineering summer position during high school pointed David in
that direction until he crossed paths with
Professor Glanville, his freshman chemistry lab instructor. David remarks, "It was
his fresh and exiting look at chemistry
which attracted me ." From then on, it
was a double major in chemical engineering and chemistry, all in four years.
Upon graduation, David will work for

Exxon doing what he claims most
ChemE's end up doing - working with
petroleum.
With a foundation from Professor
Liu's class in process and plant design, a
one year course dealing in problems
much like the ones in the contest, the
success of Tech's entries is almost assured. Tech has an impressive record in
the competition, having earned "Top solution" seven of the last eight years.
Further, Professor Liu does not foresee
any shortcomings in this year's entries as
well. With Liu's reputation as one of the
top ChemE design professors in the
country, Tech's success in no real surprise.
If the stack of solutions occupying a
good part of Professor Liu's desk could
talk it would probably speak of late night
pizza, skipped classes and all the other
things which make a project, a project.
With the work done, the data analyzed,
and costs projected, all that is left is the
decision of the judges. Will it be number
eight out of nine? From the tales of the
work and all-nighters, the chances are
good. After all, it wouldn't be good to
loose a seven year streak in just thirty
days now would it?

Photo by Brian Pritham
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CENTRAL

INTELLIGENCE

AGENCY

Get in on the Secret . . .
Find Your Career with CIA
lrs really no secret that the Central
intelligence Agency (CIA) offers a greater
diversity of careers than almost any other
single organization. But a lot of people
aren't aware of the full range of
opportunities that exist for CIA careers.
The fact is, CIA offers exciting and
challenging careers to men and women
from almost every academic and
professional background you can think of.
• Our scientists, engineers, and
technicians in every branch of science
are working hands-on with technologies
beyond the commercial state of the art.
• Individuals who majored in humanities,
liberal arts, business administration,
languages, and fine arts are pursuing
varied, dynamic, and active careers with
CIA.
• Computer scientists, data base
specialists, librarians, editors, and
communication engineers keep a
pipeline of international information
flowing and devise the means of storing
it in some of the most secure systems
ever created.
• Human resources specialists.logistics
engineers, psychologists, accountants
lawyers, doctors, teachers and many
other CIA professionals support the all
important administration of our worldwide
organization.
• Other resourceful men and women-from
all kinds of backgrounds-have chosen to
take on the special challenges and
rewards of serving as operational case
officers around the wortd engaged in the
collection of intelligence.

But the men and women who comprise this
singular organization are as diverse as the
country we help to safeguard. We come
from all races, creeds, and family
backgound.
What we all have in common is a
special drive and determination that has led
us to a career where we can do something
positive in the wortd. Many of the jobs we
do also exist outside the CIA ... but they're
not the same anywhere else. The nature of
the organization and its mission adds
something special to whatever career path
you choose.

Now Can You Picture
Yourself In The CIA?
Have you got what it takes? All applicants must be US citizens with a highly
developed sense of honesty and personal
integrity. Because of the important nature
of CIA careers, our application process
requires medical and psychiatric exams, a
thorough background investigation and a
polygraph interview. All this takes time, so
apply earty.
Find out how your chosen career field-from engineer to economist to editor/writercould be enhanced by the special
challenges and rewards of a CIA career.
Send a resume and a thoughtful letter to
begin the process today. WRITTEN
inquiries judged to be of further interest will
receive consideration with 30 days.
CIA Employment Center
P.O. Box 12727
Arlington, VA 22209-8727

Exciting Careers For
Exceptional Individuals
All these unique individuals working
together make up the CIA. Together we
serve our special mission of keeping the
nation's top policymakers supplied with the
intelligence needed for national security.
There is no organization quite like the CIA.

The CIA la an Equal Opportunity E"1)1oyer and
enoourage1 appllcallona from US citizens of al racea and
etmlc backgrounds.

Photo by Brian Pritham

Most people think of concrete as a
sturdy) man-made mixture which is
used to erect large skyscrapers and to
support houses and other massive structures. The students of the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) think
of it as the key to winning a canoe race.
However, this is not your average canoe
race) it is the annual National ASCE
Concrete Canoe Competition.
o the uninformed person, the idea of a concrete
canoe is almost laughable. But seeing the team
practice at the Duck Pond and seeing the canoe
building process is enough to make a believer out of
any skeptic.
This past year's students not only were involved in
the building of a canoe but also in the construction of a
house to be used as the center of operation. On several
slabs of concrete planted in the ground a few miles
from campus, the team built their lab and shelter. Members proceeded to put up walls , floors , and a
desperately needed roof. This project took most of the
fall semester to complete while other members concentrated on other projects.
There are many varieties of concrete and the right
combination is needed to get the best results. It must
be light, sturdy, and workable. The previous year, the
concrete had not been cooperative when trying to
spread it onto the frame. The concrete for this past
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A concrete canoe?
by Mike Reese

year's design was tested in a lab by making two inch cubes from different
mixtures and then performing compression tests on the cubes. In a
compression test, a force is applied to
the cube and information is gathered on
haw and when it fails .
The group did not just mix any concrete combination, they asked faculty
members for advice and also consulted
the American Concrete Manual for suggestions. They chose to use a type of
concrete which is similar to the hydraulie cement found in a sidewalk. It utilizes
metallic reinforcement and does not
contain fiberglass which would have
been a violation of contest regulations .
The concrete was also augmented
with silica fume which has the consistency of a fine powder. This silica has
cementitious properties which means
that it fills in small voids such as particle
size bubbles and gaps. Glass beads were
also used in the concrete. "They are hollow balls so they are very light and help
to take up space," said John Holda. He
added that the beads have a texture
similar to that of powdered sugar.
While the concrete design was under research, another group dealt with
an equally important problem concerning the shape of the vessel. The group
studied the designs of top finishers in
past competitions which had been published by the officials of the contest.
Preliminary ideas were taken to the
drawing board, or in this case a CAD
system.
By February, the crew had plotted
the cross-sections of the canoe. After
much discussion , they decided the
sweep angle of the canoe when viewed
from the bottom could be modeled by
the function y=.t. Next, they separated

the plots into twelve points and connected them with a spline function to
create a smooth finish. After this decision, full size cross-sections were plotted
out. These paper models were then
traced onto pieces of plywood, creating
what is known as a "form. " Tim Franklin
described it as "like piecing together a
jigsaw. "
The project was now beginning to
look like a canoe. The form had a oneeighth inch bending board attached to
its exterior with glue and nails. This
bending board was the spine of the canoe . The next step was to apply two
layers of duct tape. The first was at fortyfive degrees to horizontal and the other
was perpendicular to the first layer. This
gave the model a smooth finish. Placed
over the duct tape was a layer of packaging tape to keep the concrete from
sticking to the mold.
The design was complete and the
desired cement mix was chosen. Then
came the next crucial step which was
the placement of the concrete. Once the
cement was mixed and make ready for
placement, the crew had to place the

mixture into a wire mesh surrounding
the mold in three hours in order to
achieve the best results .
Once finished , the concrete was
moistened and then covered in burlap as
it underwent the hydration process. Hydration is important because it
determines the durability of the concrete. If the concrete dries too quickly,
the cement will crack or crumble. These
results definitely are not wanted in the
middle of a lake. The covering keeps the
concrete moist for a longer period of
time. For this project, the concrete was
left to hydrate for almost three weeks.
Final touches were made on the canoe to improve its performance in the
water and to give it some Virginia Tech
charm. The canoe was sanded down to
smooth out the surface and the name
"Wild Turkey" was proudly painted on
the side.
During this past summer , ASCE
members ventured to the regional competition in West Virginia where they
placed first. The team then entered the
national competition in Colorado and
eanred an eight place finish overall.

Photo by Brian Pritham
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More than an engineer:
The Direct Commission Program provides
civil. mechanical. marine and electrical engineer.;, na,-al architects and architects with
major supen isory responsibility as weU as
hands-on experience (engineer.; specializing
in other areas such as building construction
may also be considered).

a Coast Guard Officer.
If yo u would like to join the Direct Commission
Program for engineer.;. contact your nearest
Coast Guard Regional Recruiting Office.
A Recruiter will inform you of application
procedures and deadlines. and help you put
together y0u r application.

Depending on your specialty, you could be
in charge of over.;ee ing the design , construction and maintenance of Coast Guard vessels ,
merchant vessels or shore facilities; designing
syste ms to prevent oil spills; maintaining the
Coast Guard's aids to navigation (e. g .. lighthouses); designing and maintaining electronics
and communication systems for navigation and
much more .

Westvaco is an international leader in paper and
paperboard, p ackaging and chemicals. But even
though we own a resource base of 1.5 million acres in
the United States and Brazil , we know that our greatest
asset is our 15,000 employees-men and women with
clear goals for growth and the talents and skills to make
them a reality.
While our vision is global, our organization and
management are highly decentralized, w ith each major
division operating essentially as an independent
business w ith its own management teams, production
facilities , e ngineering, sales and marketing forces.

It's an environment that rewards innovation and
performance and provides outstanding people with new
challenges to keep them on a steep growth curve.
If this sou nds like your kind of environment, then
contact: Robinson Claytor, Technical Supervisor,
Westvaco Corporation, Bleached Board Division,
Covington , Virginia 24426.

Westvaco

September 15 & 16
Squires Commonwealth Ballroom

Virginia Tech
Student Engineers' Council
Phone: ( 703) 231-6036

